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Membership figures from 8th September 2015 –  3rd December 2015 

New members –57 

1 Year Renewals - 86 

3 Year Renewals - 1 

5 Year Renewals - 0 

Lapsed/Dropped – 75 

Membership Numbers 925 - Central figures show 923 

We have recently completed a Chapter reconciliation against the information that Central holds this 

has included membership expiry dates and contact details as well as the number of current 

members. We have sent the discrepancies to Central and await there confirmation that we are now 

completely inline. The number of lapsing members is higher than it would normally be for  a quarter 

as we were in discussions with Central as to who has the responsibility for lapsing, that has now 

been confirmed as the UK Chapter and we have now lapsed members who had expired rather than 

waiting for Central. Members who have lapsed are now included in our weekly updates to Central to 

keep our data inline. 

The number of members who use the Direct Debit payment method now stands at 336.  

We have seen an increase in the number of phone calls we receive prior to applying online to talk in 

more depth of the membership benefits and in particular in relation to professional development 

opportunities within INCOSE UK. 

On the 31 Dec 2014 Central had our membership as 865, so far this year we have had a total of 172 

new members. As stated above our current membership figure with Central is 923. 923 members 

minus 172 new members gives a total of 751 renewing members. 751/865= 86% retention rate. This 

figure may change between now and the end of the month but last year our retention rate was 77%. 

The following pages have the feedback from individuals, who did not want to renew their 

membership, followed by the reason for joining from new members joining in the same period for 

balance. 

 

  



 

Feedback from members not renewing. 

“My research interests have changed during the last year or so, so I would like to unsubscribe from 

Incose. It was a good experience and very useful” 

“Thank you for the reminder, but I do not wish to continue my membership.” 

“Please be advised I will not be renewing my annual membership to INCOSE.  Please ensure my 

details are removed from your database.” 

“Thanks for sending this through. Please could you cancel the direct debit for XXXXXXXX INCOSE 

membership, we would not like to renew this time.” 

 “I do not intend to renew my INCOSE membership this year. Although I have found some of the 

articles of interest they have become less relevant to my current and evolving work activities. I have 

submitted a couple of papers for presentation at INCOSE events and although I was shortlisted on 

both occasions, I never quite made the final cut. So having expended quite a lot of effort so not so 

much return I will apply my energies elsewhere. 

Many thanks for the contact and I wish INCOSE well,” 

“Thank you for the email regarding annual renewal. As I am now retired, I will not be renewing my 

membership. Thank you.” 

“Since I signed up for individual membership my department has taken out membership so I do not 

feel like I need individual membership anymore.  I certainly value the membership but will use the 

departmental one.” 

“I am writing to inform you that regrettably I no longer wish to renew my INCOSE UK 

membership.  My company has previously supported my membership of both the IET and INCOSE; 

however, I have been informed that they will no longer support membership of two Institutions and 

therefore I have chosen to continue only with membership of the IET. 

I have enjoyed being a member of INCOSE and have found the resources available through 

membership very applicable to my role and career aspirations.  I hope that I may be able to commit 

to membership of INCOSE in the future.” 

“Good morning,  

Thank you for your email, unfortunately I do not intend to renew my membership of INCOSE, on 

balance I didn’t find membership of INCOSE particularly beneficial. Some brief feedback: 

         INCOSE conference was not very interesting, although the venue and social aspect was 

good, the vast majority of presentations were not very interesting or informative. Several 

presentations covered same topics and were largely academic or theoretical, very little in 

the way of practical applications or techniques being presented 

         Society seemed very insular and too focussed on past, resting on laurels rather than 

cutting edge and looking forward 



 

         Chartership route seems convoluted and not well understood, seemed easier to go direct 

to the IET  

         On a positive note the council administration and communications were good 

         The workshop session on ANOVA and Taguchi methods at the annual conference was very 

good and taught me some new skills, however this is the only thing I feel I have gained from 

membership of INCOSE 

If is of interest for reference I am letting this membership lapse in favour of joining the Operational 

Research society. 

Please note that these are my personal opinions and experiences, I know some colleagues in other 

department find membership more beneficial. 

Happy to elaborate on this feedback if it’s of benefit to the council and I wish you all the best for the 

future,” 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

New Members comments 

Reasons For Joining INCOSE How I Heard About INCOSE 

Have been practicing Systems Engineering and applying the 
principles for many years as a consultant. Need access to 
INCOSE colleagues and information. An opportunity to align 
my IEHF membership and Chartered Ergonomist and 
Human Factors Practitioner  

 

Certification 
Through systems engineering training 
course. 

To establish INCOSE recommended practices for possible 
implementation to ****** 

From a colleague (INCOSE member) 5 
years ago. 

Institution is specific to systems engineering. From a member. 

To gain eventual accreditation to reflect my systems 
engineer role; to benefit from INCOSE publications. Web 

Corporate involvement with UKAB 
Colleagues, and corporate engagement 
through employer 

Wish to undertake professional training (CSEP) PPI training course 

Broader Knowledge Internet Search 

Currently I am studying a Master in Systems Engineering 
and I am aiming to get ASEP certification by May At ISAE SUPAERO during our lessons 

Learning Online 

To improve my knowledge in Systems Engineering. From colleagues. 

Want to become ASEP/CSEP and CEng INCOSE course at workplace 

To increase my professionalism in Systems Engineering 
From publications, books and company 
presentation 

To work with fellow Systems Engineering professionals and 
influence SE within the UK. Word of Mouth 

I have been a systems engineer for a long time without 
realising it and wish to join the principal community of 
interest to further my SE contacts and skills. Through my EngD. 

Research Word of mouth 



 

Access to resources and experts, access to events and 
networking. Increasing my credibility in the discipline Through work colleagues 

Professional Interest, Professional Development University 

To become IENG and ASEC Through work 

ASEC Previous member 

Current job requirements Current Study ****** University 

Professional development opportunities and networking 
Numerous colleagues are members and 
recommend INCOSE 

Recently started as a systems engineer and looking to have 
a career in the field 

Line manager (also a systems engineer) 
suggested that I join 

Conference and professional interest in Systems 
Engineering Studying at *****University 

Development in systems engineering Line manager and colleagues 

To become more involved with INCOSE activities and 
improve my career development. To apply for ASEP 
qualifications and Chartership. 

My Line Manager, *****. Volunteering 
for INCOSE MBSE working group. 

Professional development in MBSE   

Understand more about Systems Engineering best practice 
in the oil and gas industry Web search (e.g. Google) 

As part of my MSc (Safety Critical Systems Engineering) at 
the University of ****, I come across INCOSE in two main 
forms; the V-Model and SysML. The interactions/overlaps 
between Systems Engineering and Safety Engineering are 
understandably close and I 

Initially through my colleague, ****. 
Then, in more detail, through the 
University of ****. 

desire to gain system engineering certification for personal 
and business reasons work 

To keep updated with Best practice developments Friend 

Enhance career prospects and knowledge in SE SE forum at work 

Attending UK Conference   

1. To gain access to INCOSE guidance, best practice to help 
role out System Engineering within the ******** 
organisation.2. To contribute to UK system engineering 
capability and practices by sharing work and capability 
performed to date. 

Through ****** engineering 
community 

To attend the conference in November 2015 Various colleagues 



 

Certification - Initially ASEP under v3.2, eventually full CSEP Via work 

Work influencing need Work  

To widen my awareness of system engineering, and to 
attend the conference. Can't remember - probably colleagues. 

I WANT TO COMPLETE CEng FROM INETRNET 

Professional interest for my future career. From my SE professor, *****. 

Improve knowledge of System Engineering and professional 
credibility. Former manager. 

 

 


